
HOW TO ASSEMBLE, USE AND CARE FOR YOUR

Toy Castle Extension Kit

This product is suitable for children of 5 years and over, however adult 
supervision is advised. Assembly requires adult assistance.

Green Frog Designs Ltd. The Empire Farm, Throop Road, Templecombe, Somerset. BA8 0HR
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RECYCLED & RECYCLABLE

Products from green frog designs are made, wherever possible, 
from materials that are recycled. Where this is not practical, we 
always try to use materials that are suitable for recycling.
Our plastic is made from recycled waste plastic, predominantly 
plastic wrapping and carrier bags. By choosing our products, 
rather than those made from virgin plastic, you are helping to 
restrict the amount of new plastic being made. We recycle all 
our waste plastic and, of course, our products themselves can
be recycled (if they ever wear out!!).
The recycled plastic we use is incredibly tough, but is as easily 
worked as wood. There is no need for preservative treatment 
with insecticides or fungicides, and structures won’t splinter or 
crack, so they retain their structural integrity well. The plastic is 
resistant to UV light, so it retains its colour well, and is pretty 
much impervious to atmospheric pollutants and seasonal climatic actions such as freeze–thaw. 
It insulates quite well, and is also resistant to chewing. These properties mean that it retains its 
appearance, colour and functionality for much longer than timber.
The sheets of recycled plastic have a very uniform thickness, and so are ideally suited to our high-
technology manufacturing process, which uses computer-controlled machines to cut shapes to 
accuracies better than 0.1mm.
We also use some metal components to fix parts together. The metals used are either stainless 
steel or other rust-resistant alloy, so they have a very long lifetime. They are also suitable for 
recycling.
Our packaging and literature is all made from recycled materials wherever possible. For example, 
assembly instructions are printed on recycled paper, and we use recycled plastic bubble-wrap in 
our packaging. Even our business cards are made from 80% recycled card.
In other words: Fun, functional products that don't cost the Earth!
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PARTS (Not to scale)

1x Flag 1x Flag Base 1x 'W' Wall D 1x 'W' Wall B 1x 'W' Wall C

1x 'W' Wall A 1x 'E' Wall D 1x 'E' Wall B 1x 'E' Wall C 1x 'E' Wall A

2x Tower Roof 2x Tower Floor 1x Flag Tower Roof 2x Walkway 2x Main Wall
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TOOLS REQUIRED

Sharp knife (e.g. Stanley Knife) or Sand Paper

PRE-ASSEMBLY CHECKS

Prior to assembly, check that you have all the required parts. Please be aware that, being a recycled material, some minor 
surface blemishes or defects may have occurred during manufacture. These will not affect the functionality of your product. 

NOTE: The manufacturing process we use sometimes leaves quite a lot of soft 'swarf' adhering to the cut edges. It is not a defect, 
and will wear off very quickly. It can easily be removed by rubbing gently with a cloth. The shallow V-cuts that are used to make the 
stonework patterns also often leave very fine strands at the edge of the cut. Rubbing with a cloth can remove some of these; the 

remainder will wear off naturally and are best left alone. We do not recommend trying to remove swarf with a knife.

Trim any excess hard plastic using sand paper or a sharp knife. (NOTE: Be careful to cut away from yourself.)
If any parts are missing, please email sales@greenfrogdesigns.co.uk 

Please state the part number, quantity missing, your phone number and your full postal address.

SPARE PARTS
Spare parts are available to order online via our website: www.greenfrogdesigns.co.uk
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HOW TO ASSEMBLE

1 Insert 'E' Wall B and C into 'E' Wall A, and push down into 
position. The patterned sides should all face outwards.

2 Open the walls slightly, and insert one Tower Floor and 
one Tower Roof into the slots provided, pattern 
uppermost, aligning the tabs as shown above.

3 Attach 'E' Wall D to 'E' Walls B and C and push down into 
place.

4 The Tall Watchtower is built in a similar way. Insert 'W' 
Wall B and C into 'W' Wall A, and push down into 
position. Again, the patterned sides should all be 
outermost.

5 Open the walls slightly, and insert one Tower Floor, one 
Tower Roof and one Flag Tower Roof into the slots 
provided, pattern uppermost, aligning the tabs as shown 
above.

6 Attach 'W' Wall D to 'W' Walls B and C and push down 
into place.
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7 Attach the Flag Base to the Flag 8 Fit the Flag assembly into the holes in the top of the 
Watchtower (It is an intentionally tight fit).

9 Detach the front of your Castle as shown above. 10 Attach the two new Towers as shown, using the new 
Main Walls and Walkways. You're finished! 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

This toy model castle is designed to be used in conjunction with model knights 
such as those from Papo and Schleich (Not included, but available at many 
toy retailers, including www.amazon.co.uk). 

It is suitable for both indoor and outdoor use by children aged 4 upwards. If it 
gets dirty, it can be easily cleaned using warm soapy water, or even a 
hosepipe.

The towers are expected to be built once only (though it is still possible to 
dismantle them), but the walls, walkways and ramps etc. can be easily 
disassembled for moving and storing between play.
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